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Aversion Therapy for Homosexuality
SIR,-1 was surprised to find in the paper by Dr. Basil

James on aversion therapy in homosexuality (March 17,
p. 768) that a method of treatment carried out on a
single case followed up for a short time was afforded
the status of an article in one of our most widely read
medical journals.
Treatment in psychiatry is hindered by premature

publication. As in other branches of medicine, a new
therapy should be critically evaluated from the results
of a controlled series of cases, with appropriate statistical
analysis and adequate follow-up, before it is published.
Scientific caution is, perhaps, particularly important in
an emotionally toned subject such as homosexuality.
Already the medical correspondent of an influential
Sunday newspaper has, equally uncritically, featured the
article in his column.-I am, etc.,

London, W.I. SIDNEY CROWN.

Nature of Malignant Neoplasia
SIR,-Private inquiries resulting from admittedly

vague points about the nature of cancer, made in letters
to this Journal on October 1, 1960 (p. 1021), and
September 23, 1961 (p. 833), suggest that the points be
clarified. Both letters were based on a theoretical
presentation at a macromolecular chemistry congress'
in which energy transformations in biologic polymers
were discussed. "Anabolic" processes were those in
which there was endothermic, or energy-" storing,"
polymerization of amino-acids, carbohydrates, and
oligonucleotides into proteins, matrix mucopoly-
saccharides, and nucleic acids respectively, while
"catabolic" processes are characterized by the
exothermic depolymerization of these macromolecules.

Since anabolism and catabolism are simultaneously
occurring and metabolism is a " steady state," the above
exposition hardly breeds alarm. When, however, we
mathematically analyse each component of this steady
state in subjects with advanced collagen-vascular disease
(where the ground- and matrix-substances are known to
be partially depolymerized) and in neoplastic disease
where in addition there is partial depolymerization of
D.N.A., the conclusions falling out of the analysis are
disconcerting. These conclusions will only be stated
here because they are given elsewhere, with their
derivation, in great detail: (1) A state of partial
depolymerization cannot be unique to one species of
body macromolecules. In a relatively "catabolically
predominant state" it must extend throughout all
polymeric systems. In this sense, neither collagen-
vascular nor malignant neoplastic disease can be
" localized." (2) The energy distribution in a steady
state of partial depolymerization has too high an entropy
component for storage in an endergonic form such as
is necessitated by rapid cellular proliferation and repro-
duction. Cancer, in general, therefore cannot be an
expression of exuberant cellular reproduction, unless it
can violate the second law of thermodynamics with
impunity. More probably it does not do so, and, in
conformity with this law, it is an expression of growth
failure..
Now we do not imply that the conclusions rested

solely on esoterism. A preliminary report by Nieburgs2
was available in 1959 on what is known as malignancy
associated changes (M.A.C.) in the nuclei of cells from

supposedly uninvolved tissues of patients with cancer
Buccal mucosa, desquamated vaginal epithelium, and
even circulating leucocytes (this latter situation is
confirmatory of similar reports by Professor 0. Gruner3
of McGill University originating over 50 years ago)
from patients with unextended lung or pancreatic neo-
plasms exhibit nuclear hyperchromasia and chromatin
patterns that signify (to us) a partial depolymerization
of D.N.A. That such findings are also encountered in
severe rheumatoid disease4 is considered (again by us)
to observationally validate the first conclusion stated.
The second conclusion is more troublesome. The

idea that cancer clones do not reproduce as rapidly as
their initially normal cells of origin would seem to belie
the senses. Tumours do form and malignant neoplasms
may spread either by direct extension, metastasis, or
both.
That tumour formation may be a factitiously

misleading index of proliferative capacity comes from
two independent studies of breast-carcinoma uptake of
tritiated thymidine (T.T.). Mendelsohn5 perfused C3H
mice bearing autochthonous adenocarcinoma with T.T.
over a three- to seven-day period. A significant number
of tumour cells were found to be non-proliferative. The
fatuity of certain types of antimetabolite chemotherapy
for cancer is pointed out on this basis. Johnson and
Bond6 found invasive duct carcinoma to incorporate
T.T. at about 0.6 the rate of normal human duct-
epithelium. They pointed out the role of desquamation
in the fact that tumour is not formed by this normal
rate of proliferation even though it is twice as rapid as
that occurring in the neoplasm.

This is the answer to the paradox that neoplasms can
be relatively slow growing and yet exhibit tumefaction
which will not occur when a normal epithelium lies in
apposition to a lumen. Cells of a carcinoma take up a
position where they cannot desquamate and discharge.
Tumour formation is not necessarily connotative of
" accelerated growth "; it may merely signify retention.
On this basis serious consideration must be given to a
revision of our common notions about the nature of
cancer in light of the possibilities presented by the
second conclusion from theory presented herein.-We
are, etc.,

ROBERT D. BARNARD.
ABRAHAM OPPENHEIM.

Division of Cancer Control and Research,
New York City Department of Health.
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Achlorhydria and Cancer
SIR,-I was surprised to read Dr. A. Geoffrey Shera's

letter (March 3, p. 644) advocating the taking of regular
doses of dilute hydrochloric acid in order to prevent
the development of gastric carcinoma in achlorhydric
patients, presumably by raising the hydrochloric acid
contents of the stomach.
Most medical textbooks still advise the administration

of dilute hydrochloric acid in cases of achlorhydria.
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